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Follow us on Twitter @Lumi_Wallet,               
@Blockchaincutie, @FurmannD

Follow us on Facebook 
facebook.com/blockchaincuties, 
facebook.com/lumiwallet

Join the Telegram Groups                               
@blockchaincuties_en, @lumipublic

If you don’t have a telegram account, post 
a comment about you taking part in the 
airdrop in both of our Reddit communities   
r/Lumiwallet, r/blockchaincuties

Repost/retweet an airdrop announcement 
on both Facebook and Twitter 

Create an Account on 
Blockchaincuties.com (gonna need this 
anyway)

Have Lumi Collect (IOS devices) or 
Lumi Wallet (Android devices) installed 
on your phone (we’ll need a screenshot 
with your wallet address within the app as          
a proof)

The Airdrop itself will start on 
Monday, 17th. All the reposts etc 
will be checked on that date, and 
must remain undeleted until you 
receive a written confirmation 
from us (that we received your 
request).  We will respond to 
everyone and try to send the 
Cuties before September 18th 
00.00 am (UTC+2), but some 
delays may occur.

If you have any questions 
regarding the terms or face any 
issues with the completion of the 
terms, feel free to ask us on the 
abovementioned social media, 
we will try to respond ASAP :)

The Airdrop will take place from 
September 10th to September 
14th, 2018. Only posts/reposts/
public chat joinings done in this 
period will be considered valid for 
participation in the airdrop.

On Monday, send an email to 
hello@lumiwallet.com with links 
to all the due posts/accounts 
OR send a Telegram message 
to @luminous_s. You will receive 
a unique promo code to get 
your cutie right from the cuties 
website!

Users that send the emails before 
September 17th will not receive a 
Cutie!

Transactions links will be sent 
upon demand.

Step 1, reposts 
and subscriptions

Step 2, sending 
the address

Terms

Post a review/any comment                         
for Lumi Collect on Product Hunt
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